
 
 

Light Cibles illuminates Singapore landmarks for fourth F-1 Night Race 

September 15, 2011, Singapore – Subtle but striking radiance is the effect that international lighting 

consultancy firm Light Cibles seeks to create for Singapore’s colonial and modern landmarks as the 

country gears up for its fourth Grand Prix.  

“The Grand Prix is one of Singapore’s biggest tourist draws. However, the focus on the city and its 

stunning structures is lost because of the strong lighting of the tracks,” says Emmanuel Clair, co-chairman 

of Light Cibles. “Our goal is to strike a balance between enhancing the architectural forms and shapes 

through vibrant lighting but not to distract fans and tourists from the race, which is what they came to 

Singapore for.” 

Light Cibles and SMM Pte Ltd, the facilities management arm of Jurong International, were engaged by 

the Singapore Tourism Board (STB) and the Singapore Grand Prix to cast new light on 10 of Singapore’s 

most iconic structures along the Night Race circuit: the Old Supreme Court, National Art Gallery, Victoria 

Concert Hall, the Esplanade, Gardens by the Bay, the Civilian War Memorial, the Merlion, Benjamin 

Sheares Bridge Turns 1 and 20, and the SGP Building. 

Over 150 pieces of temporary lighting, including metal-halide lamps of up to 3,000°K and color changing 

LED arrays will be used for the lighting of the track. The compact yet high intensity metal-halide lamps are 

often used in stadiums and event lighting as they guarantee efficiency and lighting effects. 

The lighting approach chosen was to primarily emphasize on the unique and ever-so particular 

architecture the city beholds. Certain sites, still undergoing constructions, are accordingly lit, in order to 

portray Singapore’s progress and constant innovation. 

The lighting designers, architects and the Grand Prix team work closely, to ensure that the best lighting 

angles are presented on F-1 footage which will be broadcast around the world.  “F-1 is about speed.  The 

television cameras do not get to stay focused for very long, so we need very effective lighting design to 

convey that we are holding the race in the city,” Emmanuel explains. 

Commenting on the news, STB executive says: “We would like Singapore’s notable buildings to be 

revisited and rediscovered by the public. Many of the structures like the Esplanade and the Merlion are 

instantly recognisable landmarks that we hope will serve as a compelling backdrop for the race whilst 

showcasing the Singapore success story as a robust, globally competitive economy.” 

Light Cibles has been designing architectural and event lighting internationally. Past projects in Singapore 

include the Lighting Masterplan for the central business district and lighting design for monuments such 

as the Esplanade Theater, Anderson & Cavenagh bridges, and the Fullerton Hotels. More recently, Light 

Cibles was contracted to design and manage the lighting plans for Resorts World Sentosa and Orchard 

Central.  

Light Cibles is also renowned in Europe and the Middle East, light designing for historical sites such as 

the Notre-Dame de Paris Cathedral and Mount St Michel in France, and Facades in the central business 

district of Beirut.  
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Partners 
 
STB – Promoter                                                                                                                                       

SMM- Main Contractor: Project Management and Technical support in all locations (National Art Gallery, 

Old Supreme Court, Victoria Concert Hall, Civil War Memorial, Esplanade, Turn 1, Turn 20, Pit Roof)     

LIGHT CIBLES- Lighting Design                                                                                                           

PARTEX- Lighting Supplier : Turn 1, Turn 20 and Pit Roof .                                                         

YUMITRONICS- Lighting Supplier and Technical Support: National Art Gallery and Old Supreme Court 

THE FILM EQUIPMENT GALLERY- Rental Equipment: Turn 1, Turn 20 and Esplanade 

 
About Light Cibles 

 

Founded in 1983, Light Cibles is globally renowned for its expertise in the conception and the realization 

of lightings around the world. Its vocation is to find appropriate lighting solutions, for all kind of exterior 

and interior projects. The company has offices in China, France, Singapore and Spain.  
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